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By Brian Mori, Tucson Courts Examiner

Sarah Tatum, 21, was a University of Arizona sophomore in 2009 when she became pregnant.

Though friends suggested she get help, she continued to go to class without seeking pre-natal care.

She didn’t tell her parents. 

She didn’t go to a hospital or call 911 when she went into labor Feb. 23, 2009.

Instead, she gave birth in a shower at the Arizona-Sonora Residence Hall where she lived.

None of that was illegal in the state of Arizona.

But police and prosecutors drew the line when she put the newborn boy in a plastic Pacific Sunware bag 

she used for laundry.

Now she will spend the statutory minimu of five years in prison, be on probation for life, and pay at least 

$25,000 in restitution.
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“I really think this was just a freak accident,” Sarah Mortensen, the baby’s foster mother told Judge 

Richard Fields Friday. “I’ve worked in social services. I’ve seen the reactions of people who do those 

things to children intentionally and it’s just not Sarah.”

Moretensen cried as she explained she felt gratitude for Tatum giving her another son.

She and her husband Matthew reported the 20-month-old, who doctors predicted would always be 

critically disabled, was showing significant signs of improvement.

“After the first M.R.I. they said half his brain was dead,” Mrs. Mortensen said. “After this past one, they are 

saying only a quarter of it is."

Tatum’s roommate texted a resident assistant the bag was moving around.

She was later found bleeding in in the bathroom.

Police and paramedics were called and took both to University Medical center.

 “I was surprised I could get them to go back and change that charge,” Tatum’s lawyer Laura Udall said as 

she walked back to her Barrio Viejo office.

Tatum claimed severe depression before and after the birth.

Even the Judge complimented Deputy Pima County Attorney Caroline Nedder for lowering charges 

from attempted murder to the plea of aggravated assault and child abuse.

"There were other options she could have and should have taken," Nedder said when asked for the state's 

comments. "There are safe baby drop zones."

Udall said Tatum didn't know the baby was still alive when she put it in the bag.

"The baby was in a depressed state, like when (doctors) have to smack them (upon being born)" she said.

Udall said the way the police and media reported facts of the case made it especially challenging for her 

case.

“I had colleagues from Phoenix tell me, ‘well she shouldn’t have killed the baby,” she said.

According to Udall, police interpreted knots in the bag as signs Tatum intended to kill the boy.

After purchasing a Pacific Sunwear bag Udall said she found at least one knot comes pre-tied by the 

factory.

“I was ready for my Perry Mason moment,” she said, “But then there was always the chance she’d get 

(15) years.”

Udall didn’t excuse Tatum’s actions.

“But she put the baby in the bag,” she conceded. “The thing that gets me is that people offered to help her 

(get help).”
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Tatum cried during a brief apology to the baby and the court before the judge passed sentence.

“Nobody’s perfect. I’ve had a lot of people come here and say they take responsibility for what they’ve 

done,” Fields told her. “I accept that you are sincere.”

Fields said he received 100 letters of support from friends, family, and members of Tatum’s church.

Outside the courtroom about 20 people hugged and cried.

None wanted to talk to media.

Instead they looked at pictures of Baby Tatum the Mortensen’s brought with them.

The baby is learning to communicate things he wants Mrs. Mortensen told the judge earlier.

 “(Sarah) will be able to have kids. She will be able to teach. Eventually she’ll be able to have a normal 

life,” Udall told them.

A few clapped before the crowd dispersed for the elevators.
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